2015-2020 Strategic Plan
Core Planning Team

The Core Planning Team provides overall leadership to the strategic plan. At the plan’s inception and at five-year intervals thereafter, the Core Planning Team spends extensive time writing and/or reviewing and modifying all of the key components of the plan – Mission, Core Values, Strategies, and Strategic Delimiters. The Core Planning Team also reviews the research, best practices, and suggested action plans to achieve the results of each strategy, as prepared by the Action Teams. NOTE: The Action Plans are internal, working documents that are created based on research and best practice and are intended to offer “suggested” ways to achieve each result. District Administration is not required to implement each result in accordance with the Action Plan.

Core Planning Team members are selected by the Superintendent. Each member is selected for their background, experience, and their willingness to share the messages of the school district and the strategic plan with the community.

Members of the Core Planning Team reflect the diversity of the school system and community. Individual members are:

- Respected by their peers and model a high degree of credibility;
- Willing to listen to ideas of others;
- Able to express their points of view and work toward consensus; and
- Highly engaged in the school community and ready to contribute to the creation of a long-term vision and plan for the school district.

2017-18 Core Planning Team Roster

Rob Metz – Superintendent
Sara Thompson – Director of Communications, Strategic Plan Internal Coordinator

Karen Atkinson – Community
Freida Bailey – Principal
Les Bork – Principal
Kay Carlson – Teacher
Anne Casey – Parent
Lisa Greene – Director of Community Education
Cailey Hansen-Mahoney – Student
Tarabi Jama – Staff
Carrie Jennissen – Parent
Aria Jones – Staff
Meghan Malone – Teacher
Corey Maslowski – Principal
Bob Ramsey – Community
Tami Reynolds – Director of Special Services
Bruce Richardson – School Board
Renee Robinson – Teacher
Kari Ross – Director of Teaching & Learning
Carmen Rudin – Staff
Karen Waters – School Board
Chris Weaver – Staff
Kara Mueller – Teacher
Luis Versalles – Community
Ann Walsh – Parent
Julie Wells – Staff
Derek Wennerberg – Teacher

END